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Enlightenment is not only a word of so much treasure it 

has a deep meaning for human beings. Why ? 

 

Because every Soul reincarnates on Earth to become 

more enlightened from the day he or she arrived on 

Earth. 

As we all know the Earth is a playing field of souls. Within 

this field duality is always there. Day & Night, Fear & Joy, 

Man & Woman. So teher are always two sides in one 

situation. This duality keeps the processs of 

enlightenment moving on to experiences which are 

deep felt. Emotions flowing from "good" or "happy" 

feelings into "bad" or "unpleasant" feelings. These swings 

from "good" into "bad" and all steps between those two 

is the path of enlightenment. It is called a balanced path 

of who You are deep inside or who You think you are.  

To become more centered in your True Self you become 

more detached from Duality. 

This detaching process is a process of The Power of Your 

Thinking.  THOUGHTS are like clouds, they come and go. 

But the main question here is which one do you BELIEVE 

is true ? What you believe becomes your Reality.  

Your consciouss (rational) mind has lots of thoughts from 

the Collective Consciousness and also your own 

thoughts. Repetitive thoughts become believes and your 

subconsciousness (irrational) uploads a programm  

which follows automatically your thinking. It gets 

triggered because the subconscious is like a record 

player. There is no judgement "good" or "bad".  

Only a respons on what it recognises.  

So be aware of your thoughts and especially your 

repetitive thoughts. They become believes and what 

you believe you act on. 

But what about believes which do not support your every 

day life ? 

 

Ther are some methods to re-programm your thoughts. 

You can use affirmations to re-programm your thinking. 

The most energetic words are "I AM" and add a positive 

outcome you want.  

Here are some examples: 

 I AM wanted. I AM safe. I AM happily married to 

a kind, loving and spiritual minded man; 

 I AM experiencing my life as simply and easy; 

 I AM succesfull in whatever I do; 

 I AM living a peacefull life. 

By repeating affirmations daily you feel and believe it 

already. You need Focus, Faith and Trust to believe that 

Reality will apear in Divine Timing. 

To strenghten Affirmations you need to say them at least 

three times and add "and so it is". 

During your day you can sing the affirmations and just 

keep repeating them. Have Fun with Learning to affirm. 

Your wishes come true. 

Sometimes believes can be hard to change. Probaly 

there is a energy blocked, called drama. This drama 

needs much more attention then an affirmation. 

First write down all your thoughts and feelings around 

your wish that feels blocked. What are your current 

thoughts, emotions ? Keep writing until nothing else 

comes up for you. Then take some deep breaths and 

close your eyes. Look inside yourself and see this 

'blocking-believe' looks like. Be there and acknowledge 

it's present. Say it is okay. It is safe to be there. 

You ask what is the meaning of this believe ?  

You will hear it helped you when....because.... 

The next question: Do I still need it ? Is it the right time to 

change it ? You can consciously choose a positive 

affirmation. For example your believe is "I am not worth it, 

why me ? " You can choose "I AM happy to be me". 

Choose what resonates for you in a positive way.  

You will feel it already. Believe it and express it three 

times and add "and so it is". 

You will think more positively about yourself and see or 

feel how the outside world responses to that. You will feel 

excited and joyfull.  

We wish you all the best and succes. 

 

With love and gratitude, 

Viviana 

 
Viviana Geurten is a Medium and 

Channels with the Lords of the Akashic Records.  

Keepers of the spoken word and language. 
The Akashic Records are governed and protected by a group of 
nonphysical Light Beings called the Lords of the Records. 
They determine not only who can access the Records but what 
information they can receive. The Lords of the Records work with 
the Masters, Teachers, and Loved Ones -- who serve as the 
interface between the Akashic and earthly realms -- by 
"downloading" to the Masters, Teachers, and Loved Ones the 
information that they will relay during each Akashic reading. 


